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Question
Answer
1
So with the discontinued support for PCM 14, does that mean there will Correct. 14.2 is the most current version. Once a product

be no more development of the product?

reaches "end of support" there's no more development and
also no more "fixes".

2

Is PM Web an Enterprise Level solution? Has it been deployed globally
for multi-projects (2000+) and can you give an example?

Yes. PMWeb has been successfully deployed all across the
world. For specific references, please contact us direct.

3

How much effort was expended customizing the worksheet?

Jonathan answered: learning to use this part of the software
and creating the worksheet took about 1/2 hour.

4

How are documents stored in PM Web? Do it utilize a file server or a
platform similar to Sharepoint?

Default is on the file server but we can also integrate with
any content management tool such as SharePoint.

5

Does the PM Web Viewer handle the attachments from PCM?

It can but must be programmed to do so.

6

There is no such thing as a perfect software, where does PM Web fall in I feel that PMWeb, while not perfect, was as good as it gets. I
your opinion?
also found their support and development team to be very
responsive to issues and recommendations that I raised.

7

Our company currently is using ProLog which is integrated with our
Financial application (JD Edwards). Does PM Web integrate with 3rd
Party Financial Softwares?

Yes it does. Sn integration toolbox is included. If you contact
us direct we can see about getting a specific reference for
you.

8
9

Is it easier or more complex in PM Web compared to Primavera Unifier
for Business Process Creation?
Does PM Web support Web Services?

10
10

Does PM Web support scheduling through P6 EPPM or Pro?

It is definetly easier. Possibly less than 20% of the effort
required in Unifier.
Yes.
Yes. PMWeb is MS SQL .Net based and accessible in a number
of ways including web services.
PMWeb can connect to either.

